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pounds were eagerly subscribed for fresh capital. As has been
well said, the company 'cast its medieval skin, shook off the
traditions of the regulated system, and grew into one united,
continuous, and permanent joint stock corporation in the full
sense of the words'.1
Turning to America, it is uncertain how early European
fishermen jfirst visited the banks of Newfoundland, but at least
it is known that, throughout the sixteenth century, Portuguese,
Spanish, French, and English fishermen crossed the Atlantic
and brought back cod, mackerel, and herring. They had made
no attempt to set up a permanent habitation on land, and
merely needed a base where they could mend their nets and dry,
salt, and store their catches until they were ready for the voyage
home. In 1583 Sir Humphrey Gilbert had landed in St. John's
harbour, hoisted the English flag, and taken possession of New-
foundland in the queen's name. But no colony was founded as
the immediate result of his action. Nearly thirty years elapsed
before the incorporation of the company of adventurers and
planters of London and Bristol for the colony of Newfoundland.
The first voyage (1610) was unusually quick and the mild
winter gave promise of a prosperous settlement; but the fair
hopes thus aroused were not fulfilled. In spite of several deter-
mined efforts, of which Lord Calvert's endured the longest, it
proved impossible to found a colony.   The weather was too
inclement, and the soil too barren to make agriculture profit-
able.  Moreover the powerful fishing interests in England had
no desire to see a colony in Newfoundland acquire rights in
territorial waters, or along the foreshore, because its privileges
might conflict with their practices. They wanted merely settle-
ments on shore that would provide a few months' shelter for
their fishermen, and therefore small communities of this type
were all that were established on the coast of Newfoundland
in the seventeenth century. They prevailed because they were
supported at court, because fishing both supplied the training
school for English mariners and fitted in ideally with mercantil-
ism—the sale of fish to Spain and the Mediterranean countries
yielded a 'favourable' balance of trade.
Even more short-lived were the settlements made as a conse-
quence of the grant to Sir William Alexander of the land to be
* Hunter, ii. 135.

